
A beautiful and respectful way 
to say goodbye

Eco-friendly 
Pet Body Wrap 
& Transport Kit



I am LOVING the CARE CRADLEs. They are an absolutely beautiful and dignified way to help 
clients say goodbye to their loved ones. They’re just perfect to wrap their pet and so discreet when I carry 
them out of the apartment or house. Which is so important in NYC where I often have to go through large 
apartment buildings and walk on a public sidewalk. Some clients also want to help me wrap their pet 
making it into a little ritual. It’s just so much more elegant and beautiful to wrap them.

A truly dignified alternative to 
plastic body bags

Dr. Jessica Fragola

The CARE CRADLE® has many benefits for both vets and pet 
parents, emotionally and practically, including:

• Compassionate Farewell that brings staff and clients together 
in the final steps of saying goodbye with comfort, warmth and a 
sense of closure to mark the pet’s passing with grace and dignity.

• Easy Lift and Carry regardless of size, using the Cradle’s sturdy 
handles (for smaller pets) and strong carrying poles (for larger 
animals). 

• Uplifting Design celebrates the joy pet companions bring to our 
lives. 

• Snug and Secure Wrap keeps deceased pet safe and secure 
during transport to its final resting place, be that burial or 
cremation. 

• Eliminates Plastics with no more unsightly body bags, or 
impersonal sheets and towels.

• Eco-Friendly and handmade with love from high quality, 
natural, 100% biodegradable materials.

• Protection against Soiling with compostable, Absorbent 
Pads fitted within the Pet Wrap’s built-in pocket for moisture 
management and reliable protection. Can be replaced after use.

• Suitable for Burial or Cremation, or if desired, the Pet Wrap can be 
washed, then re-attached to the Cradle for re-use.

• Neatly Packaged with a convenient carry bag for poles 
(Large and XL sizes).

Benefits of the 
Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE®

Easy Lift and Carry
no matter the size

Nose to tail base up to 
20 inches / 50 cm

Back to knee 
up to

14 inches / 
35 cm

SMALL CARE CRADLE®

Handles: CLOTH HANDLES
Sturdy, reinforced, 
comfortable

Length: 24 inches / 60 cm

Width: 22 inches / 55 cm

Tested to: 65 lbs / 30 kg

S
SMALL

MEDIUM CARE CRADLE®

Handles: CLOTH HANDLES
Sturdy, reinforced, 
comfortable

Length: 35 inches / 90 cm  
Width: 31 inches / 80 cm
Tested to: 110 lbs / 50 kg

M
MEDIUM

Nose to tail base up to 
27 inches / 70 cm

Back to 
knee up to

18 inches / 
45 cm

Nose to tail base up to 
35 inches / 90 cm

Back to knee up to
22 inches / 55 cm

Veterinarian and Founder of Paws at Peace, NY USA



The CARE CRADLE® has been designed and tested in consultation 
with Vets and other animal aftercare professionals. It eases the 
emotional stress faced by both pet parents and Vet teams when it’s 
time to say goodbye to much-loved animal friends. 

This attractive and respectful alternative to plastic body bags, sheets 
and towels addresses the need for reliable carrying capability with 
moisture management, ensuring dignity for pets and duty of care 
by vet staff.   

The CARE CRADLE® comprises a sturdy, 100% natural premium 
textile Cradle capable of carrying considerable weight and an 
inner, beautifully-patterned, Pet Wrap that keeps deceased pets 
discreetly covered for secure transport to their final resting place
(whether burial or cremation). 

The Pet Wrap can be detached, washed and re-used. The CARE 
CRADLE® comes in various sizes suitable for all breeds of dogs, 
cats and other animals. It will be valued as a unique service offered 
by your practice.

Respectful, Eco-friendly 
and Re-usable

LARGE CARE CRADLE®

Handles: WOODEN HANDLES
Extra strength, 
reliable grip

Length: 43 inches / 110 cm  

Width: 39 inches / 100 cm

Tested to: 155 lbs / 70 kg

L
LARGE

Nose to tail base up to 
35 inches / 90 cm

XL Nose to tail base up to 
47 inches / 120 cm

Back to 
knee up to

26 inches / 
65 cm

EXTRA LARGE CARE CRADLE®

Handles: ALUMINUM POLES
Heavy duty, distributed weight

Length: 51 inches / 130 cm
Width: 47 inches / 120 cm
Tested to: 200 lbs / 90 kg

Whether euthanasia takes place at your clinics or your clients’ 
homes, the Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE® changes everything. 
It helps pet parents say farewell to their much-loved animals with dignity 
and respect, providing comfort during a very painful time.

Recommended by Vets 
around the world

Dr. Katrina Warren
Veterinarian and Media Presenter, NSW AUSTRALIA 
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Pet parents rely on veterinarians to select trustworthy aftercare providers and handle 
pet remains sensitively. The CARE CRADLE® supports the AVMA Companion 
Animal Aftercare Policy that recognizes a pet parent’s attachment to a companion 
animal extends beyond death and that the sensitive handling of animal remains is 
an important aspect of veterinary practice.

With growing trends in pet palliative care, mindful end-of-life practices and home 
euthanasia, a more peaceful and meaningful experience allows the process of 
healing and letting go to begin. 

Vet teams report practical and emotional wellness benefits. And, clients long 
remember the difference you made in supporting them and their cherished pets, 
providing the utmost care, respect and dignity in these final moments together.

sweetgoodbyeforpets.com

Compliance with AVMA Companion 
Animal Aftercare Policy

carecradleforpets.com

Sweet Goodbye has a special place in our 
hearts for all animals and we proudly support:

Aluminum 
Pole System

Optional for Large CARE CRADLE®

Included with XL CARE CRADLE®

Connectable Aluminum Pole System 
with Drawstring Pole Bag

Aids in transport of larger 
animals and navigation 
of tight areas.

Connectable Aluminum Pole System 
with Drawstring Pole Bag

Aids in transport of larger 
animals and navigation 
of tight areas.

Contact us for more information or to 
order your Sweet Goodbye CARE CRADLE®
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